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made in the UK

Instarmac is a
Times Top 100
Company with
a 2-star Best
Companies Rating.

Manufactured under the exacting requirements
of ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001, all
ULTRASCAPE products have a guaranteed worldclass performance and conform to the relevant
industry specific standards. Our state-of-the-art
facility operates to the strictest requirements
in the industry, reinforcing our reputation for
quality, service and continual improvement.

experience
Formulating, manufacturing and distributing
materials for the construction industry for over 30
years ensures that our products offer guaranteed
on-site performance. As an Instarmac Group
plc brand, ULTRASCAPE is synonymous with
premium quality, outstanding customer service
and value due to our resources, experience and a
proven approach to business since 1977.
Continued success endorses our original
approach – staying close to our customers,
continuously investing in new technologies,
caring about the environment and empowering
our employees to achieve their personal best.
www.ultrascape.co.uk
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the benefits of compliance
Ultrascape’s Mortar Paving System
is fully BS 7533 compliant and also
offers the reassurance of being
independently tested by a UKAS
accredited laboratory, which
verifies its capabilities.
BS 7533 has developed over 20 years
to offer clear, consistent and tested
methods for designing and
constructing rigid paved areas
offering a minimum construction
life of 40 years.
Choose Ultrascape’s Mortar Paving
System for added confidence
where strength, durability and
style matter.

www.ultrascape.co.uk
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Customer care
We are passionate about our awardwinning customer care. We aim to help
you do what you do best, by supporting
you with outstanding customer service
every step of the way. Your dedicated sales
contact is available to provide you with the
technical and practical support you need to
complete any project.
Delivery
Our privately owned fleet is managed and
fully tracked in-house. Our drivers have the
latest satellite navigation systems and are
equipped with mobile phones, offering a
pre-delivery contact service when needed.
We also offer free live delivery tracking so we
can tell you where your delivery is in real time.
Training and support
Our dedicated training team, with extensive
practical knowledge, are always at your
disposal. We have modern indoor and
outdoor training areas, ideally suited for
practical applications and building product
knowledge and confidence – the perfect
avenue for you to try our product range.

Our training courses are offered free of charge,
on or off site, and can be tailored to suit
your needs. We are also a Royal Institute of
British Architects, and a Royal Institute of the
Architects of Ireland CPD approved provider.
For more information on these training
sessions please see page 22
or contact us on +44(0) 1827 871 871
or email: seminar@instarmac.co.uk
Award winning environmental
performance
Instarmac is committed to continuously
re-evaluating and reducing its carbon
footprint to encourage a positive, long-term
change for the environment. This led to
our Best Initiative to Reduce Environmental
Impact award in 2008 and 2009. Tapping
into the initiative of our staff, continually
working with suppliers to take advantage
of the most energy and waste efficient
products and procedures, and employing
the latest available technologies, means
we are always achieving a year-on-year
improvement in our future performance
and a truly sustainable future.

www.ultrascape.co.uk
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Lime Street Gateway
Covent Garden
Chelsea Flower Show
Wembley Stadium
MediaCityUK
Bradford’s City Park
Lincoln Cathedral
Letchworth Garden City
Westfield Stratford City
Bovington Army Camp
Savoy Hotel
Grosvenor Marriot Hotel
Mailbox Birmingham
Bath Spa
Unison Headquarters

Trusted Reputation
Ultrascape has developed a trusted reputation for
quality and value added service. Specified by architects,
designers and contractors, and applied throughout a
variety of projects, Ultrascape provides products with
a guaranteed BS 7533 compliant performance which
deliver results time and time again. Because we support
our customers with technical advice and work closely
with them at specification stage, our premium products
have been chosen by contractors, architects and
engineers for an ever-expanding portfolio of major
schemes across the country.

Regent Street Swindon
Derry City Centre
Westminster Kingsway College
Nelson Town Centre
Clapham Junction
Armagh City Centre
Stranraer Town Centre
Gloucester Kimbrose Triangle
Kettering Town Centre

www.ultrascape.co.uk

Ironmonger Square Coventry
The Lanes Brighton
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Liverpool University
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The Mortar Paving System of Choice

BS7533 Mortar Paving System
A range of bedding, priming and jointing materials
that meet and exceed the strict demands of BS 7533;
offering a paved construction life of over 40 years, even in
trafficked environments.

Sand Stabiliser and Surface Sealant
A resin based, extremely robust sand stabiliser, for use
on flexible paving construction types.
Also a surface sealant for protecting paving.

High Performance Resinous Mortar

www.ultrascape.co.uk

An extremely high strength, chemical resistant
and waterproof (once cured) mortar for use
in heavily trafficked environments, recessed
manhole covers and water features.

6
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For urban regeneration schemes that last a
life-time. Only BS 7533 compliant systems can
offer this assurance.

www.ultrascape.co.uk

Angel Building, London
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Bedding
Ultrascape Pro-Bed HS and
Pro-Bed HS ECO
Ultrascape Pro-Bed HS is a Fine Bedding Mortar
manufactured to meet and exceed the strict
requirements of BS 7533. It is also available in
ECO, offering all the benefits of Pro-Bed HS, but
containing 20% recycled material, significantly
reducing the consumption of virgin aggregates. It
is ideal for schemes looking to achieve an ‘excellent’
CEEQUAL award, or where a BREEAM assessment
is to be conducted on your building.

Meeting the requirements of BS 7533
(Type A and Type B mortar) is no easy
feat, which is why Ultrascape provide full,
current independent test data, from a
UKAS accredited laboratory, to show full
compliance.
Ultrascape Pro-Bed HS can be laid from
10mm to 75mm (with greater depths
achieved using successive layers).

Mixed solely with water, Pro-Bed HS takes
away the uncertainty of using a multicomponent system.
The extremely fast strength gain of Pro-Bed
HS also sets it apart from its counterparts;
meaning that pedestrian areas can be
trafficked in as little as 12 hours and
vehicular areas in as little 24 hours.

Requirement of
BS 7533-7:2010

ProBed HS & Pro-Bed HS
Eco achieved

Pass/Fail

35N/mm2

38N/mm2

✔

Adhesive Strength

>2.0N/mm2

2.18N/mm2

✔

Flexural Strength

>4.5N/mm2

7.5N/mm2

✔

18,500N/mm2 +/- 3,500

18,333N/mm2

✔

=/< 0.1%

0.09%

✔

Test

Compressive Strength

Modulus of Elasticity
Shrinkage
8
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Sustainability is aided with the use of recycled
components. A 30 tonne silo of Pro-Bed HS
ECO contains up to 6 tonnes of recycled glass.

www.ultrascape.co.uk

Marriott Grosvenor Square
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Bedding
Ultrascape Pro-Bed HS in Bulk
Offering all of the benefits of bagged Ultrascape
Pro-Bed HS, our 30 tonne silos for larger sites offer
the ability to mix the product on-site at the touch
of a button. Perfect for large pedestrianisation or
commercial regeneration projects.

Ideal where your site has limited storage,
a bulk mortar silo from Ultrascape can
accommodate over 30 tonnes of material in
a single load – all in a footprint area of less
than 3m x 3m.

A bulk mortar silo from Ultrascape not
only offers a significant cost saving over
traditional bagged material, but also has
the added benefit of reducing mortar
packaging waste to zero.

Our unique bulk mortar silos feature a
‘single chamber’ design, meaning that
the product you find within the silo is the
same, single part, pre-blended, high quality
material you find in our smaller 25kg bags.

They are also suitable for use with our
Pro-Bed HS ECO; which includes 20%
recycled glass.
* Subject to fair use policy

What’s more, there are no rental,
maintenance* or delivery charges.

10
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The regeneration of major European cities has
been completed using Ultrascape products.
Hotels, complexes and town centres across
London are benefiting from the assurance of
BS 7533 compliant products.

www.ultrascape.co.uk

Bradford City Park
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Priming
Ultrascape Pro-Prime
Ultrascape Pro-Prime Slurry Primer is used to
provide an exceptional bond between your paving
element and Ultrascape Pro-Bed HS fine bedding
mortar and can also be used to promote bond
between your roadbase and the Pro-Bed HS
bedding mortar layer.

Traditionally paving elements would be
laid directly onto bedding mortar, but due
to ever-increasing traffic loading, street
cleaning and general wear and tear, the
paving would often break away from the
mortar bed, resulting in many high profile,
costly failures and associated litigation.

In recent years, the British Standard BS 7533
was also modified to reflect and remedy
this issue, stipulating a bond strength
requirement of greater than 2N/mm2,
double the previous requirement. This can
only be achieved by using a priming agent
such as Pro-Prime slurry primer.

The addition of a priming layer between
the paving element and the Pro-Bed HS
bedding mortar yields an extremely
high bond strength which prevents this
type of failure. This increases the life
expectancy of your paved area and
reduces it’s ongoing maintenance and
litigation costs.

Simple to mix and apply, the addition of
Pro-Prime slurry primer to your construction
ensures it meets the latest requirements of
the British standard.

12
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Failed paving can be costly. The addition of a
slurry primer to a paved construction ensures
a bond strength compliant with BS 7533.

www.ultrascape.co.uk

Westminster Kingsway College
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Jointing
Ultrascape Flowpoint &
Flowpoint ECO
Ultrascape Flowpoint grout not only meets, but
exceeds all of the requirements of the latest British
Standard. It is also available in ECO, offering all the
benefits of Flowpoint, but containing 20% recycled
material, significantly reducing the consumption of
virgin aggregates.
It is ideal for schemes looking to achieve an
‘excellent’ CEEQUAL award, or where a BREEAM
assessment is to be conducted on your building.

With a proven track record spanning over
twenty-five years, Flowpoint grout has been
exceeding the demands of our clients, in
both heavily trafficked and domestic paving
environments long before the introduction
of the British Standard.

Perfect for wide or narrow joints, Flowpoint
can accommodate joint widths of 5-50mm
and joint depths of up to 200mm in a single
pass, meaning it is just as equally suited to
irregular granite setts as it is to large profile
stone paving.

Fast and efficient to apply, affording
the ability to grout significant areas of
paving quickly and cleanly, Flowpoint and
Flowpoint ECO are also rapid setting, which
means areas of paving can be opened to
traffic soon after installation.

Flowpoint is suitable for almost all paving
types, including sandstone, limestone,
concrete and granite and leaves a perfect,
stain free finish.

Paving grouted with Flowpoint can be
opened to pedestrian traffic in just 1hr and
vehicular traffic in just 4hrs (tested at 20°).

Flowpoint and Flowpoint ECO are available
in Natural and Charcoal colours, with special
blending of colours also available subject to
minimum order quantities.

14
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Flowpoint Grout is ideal for urban
regeneration schemes, allowing large
areas to be pointed with ease, and
simply washed clean.

www.ultrascape.co.uk

Castle Street Liverpool
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Jointing
Ultrascape Cempoint
Ultrascape Cempoint provides a quick and clean
method of jointing both horizontal and vertical
faces (such as cladding).
Still meeting the strict demands of BS 7533,
Cempoint combines all the benefits of this exacting
standard with the convenience of being installed
using a hand-held Cempoint mortar gun.

As with the rest of the products in the
Ultrascape BS 7533 compliant mortar paving
system, Cempoint is supplied as a preblended product, requiring only the addition
of water on site; thus reducing the potential
for colour variance and workmanship issues
during installation.

mortar gun allows intricate areas to be
grouted neatly and ensures Cempoint is just
as suited to pointing brickwork and stone
walling as it is to paving flags and setts.

Cempoint is not only specially modified
to meet the requirements of BS 7533, but
is also manufactured with convenience
and usability in mind. The light and pliable
texture of Cempoint makes it fast and
convenient to work with. The hand-held

16
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Gun Injected Mortar is perfect for those
smaller areas which can be difficult to grout.
Fast and easy to apply, with no wastage, it
neatly and directly fills the paving joint.

www.ultrascape.co.uk

Lime Street Gateway
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Resinous Mortar
Ultrascape EP-R9
Ultrascape EP-R9 is a resinous mortar, which
provides exceptional strength and bond for
areas under extreme stresses. It is perfectly
suited for bonding to steel, such as recessed
manhole covers.

EP-R9 is entirely waterproof and chemical
resistant once cured, making it ideal for use
in water features.

equal difficulty bonding to the steel of the
cover itself. EP-R9 offers a lasting solution
which overcomes both of the issues.

It has an exceptionally high bond strength
and the ability to withstand higher flexural
strain than traditional sand and cement
mortars.

EP-R9 is also often used on raised
carriageway, or ‘table’, construction, at the
leading edges, where exceptional forces
can be experienced. Using conventional
mortars on the leading edges of raised
tables leads to early failure which also
encourages failure in the surrounding
paved area. EP-R9 can prevent this failure
ensuring the table remains intact.

Recessed manhole covers have long
been a source of frustration for designers,
contractors and maintenance managers
alike. Sand and cement mortars have
difficulty resisting the inherent ‘flex’ of the
cover under traffic loading and also have

18
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A resin mortar is an exceptionally high bond
strength, long-lasting solution for areas
subject to extreme wear and tear.

www.ultrascape.co.uk

Oldham Square Liverpool
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Sand Stabilising & Sealing
Ultrascape Joint Fix
Ultrascape Joint Fix is a resin-based surface sealant
and jointing sand stabiliser for use on flexibly
constructed paved areas.
Joint Fix is suitable for use on areas of light traffic,
such as domestic driveways and is also suitable for
areas subject to extreme conditions, such as airport
taxi-ways, town centres and garage forecourts.

Joint Fix is used to prevent the’ wash-out’
of jointing sand which occurs during
aggressive street cleaning. It can be
used to treat new or existing surfaces
and can substantially reduce the cost of
maintenance.

Ultrascape Joint Fix binds sand particles
together preventing wash-out.

Joint Fix also offers the additional benefit
of sealing the paving surface, providing a
protective coat which prevents the ingress
of oils and foodstuffs whilst also facilitating
easier cleaning and removal of other stains
and detritus, such as general spillages and
chewing gum.
Joint Fix can also be used solely as a surface
sealant on rigidly constructed areas (mortar
bed with mortar joint).

20
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Joint protection is essential for the longevity
of large public realm projects. Joint Fix offers
protection from aggressive street cleaning
and eliminates ongoing maintenance.

www.ultrascape.co.uk

Liverpool University
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Ultrascape’s Accredited CPDs
Providing Regeneration
Solutions
Instarmac is a Royal Institute of British
Architects, and a Royal Institute of the
Architects of Ireland, approved CPD
(Continuous Professional Development)
provider. The ‘Streetscape Installation
Solutions’ and ‘Paving the Way’ training
sessions delivered by our staff at either your
premises or at our purpose built facilities,
define the benefits and intricacies of flexible
and rigid construction and deliver a greater
understanding of the products, materials
and design possibilities.

..
..
..
.
www.ultrascape.co.uk

Covering:
Urban Regeneration
British Standard BS 7533
Rigid and Flexible Pavement Construction
Reasons for Pavement Failure
How to Avoid Pavement Failure
Material Performance
Material Application

For more information or to book a
training session, please email:
cpd@instarmac.co.uk

22
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MediaCityUK
Ultrascape’s BS 7533 Compliant Mortar Paving System was
specified for use on one of the largest public realm paving
schemes in Europe, MediaCityUK. The £650 million project,
located in Salford Quays, on the banks of Manchester’s ship
canal, is home to over 2,500 BBC staff, 400 apartments and a
five-acre piazza.
The project required over 2,000 tonnes of Ultrascape Pro-Bed
HS bedding mortar, which was supplied in bulk silos, to bed
the 40,000m2 of paving stones. Ultrascape’s Pro-Prime Slurry
Primer and the innovative Ultrascape Flowpoint Rapid Set
Flowable Grout were also used throughout the development.
MediaCityUK are committed to providing ‘a vibrant and
sustainable environment’ and Ultrascape’s materials, with their
fast-track use and high specification characteristics, were an
ideal addition to the site’s development.

www.ultrascape.co.uk
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Liverpool Pier Head
Ultrascape products Pro-Prime and Flowpoint played a key role in
the completion of the Leeds-Liverpool canal, which underwent
a £20 million transformation, to accommodate high quality retail,
leisure, office, residential and public realm space.
Ultrascape’s Pro-Prime and Flowpoint have helped contractors to
maintain the strong linear relationship between the Three Graces
and the River Mersey, and to reflect the setting of the conservation
areas and listed buildings.
Ultrascape’s products provided contractors with materials that
perform to the required specification of BS 7533 which have helped
to maintain the historic artefacts and features of the surrounding
culture, linking old and new architecture.
An
www.ultrascape.co.uk
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The World’s First Garden City
Letchworth Garden City’s Town Centre has undergone a dramatic
transformation with the help of Ultrascape’s BS 7533 compliant
bedding mortar, primer and innovative flowable grout.
Street scene and environmental improvements on Eastcheap and
Leys Avenue, within Garden City, were proposed for the £8 million
regeneration by the Letchworth Garden City Heritage Foundation.
The project sought to develop a central pedestrian link connecting
retailing areas and the proposed developments in The Wynd and
Arena, and an improved and less cluttered street scene alongside an
attractive and enjoyable visitor friendly experience
Supplied in 30 tonne silos, Pro-Bed HS provided the perfect solution
for this large scale streetscape project. Moseldon Yorkstone, from
Marshalls, and Granite in both oatmeal and pearl from Miller Druck
International, were laid after the application of Pro-Prime slurry
primer, providing an exceptional bond between the stone materials
and bedding mortar. Once laid, Flowpoint rapid setting grout was
used for jointing the area.

www.ultrascape.co.uk
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Central London Luxury Hotels
Ultrascape has assisted in the refurbishment and
restoration of some of London’s most prestigious
hotels including The Marriott and The Savoy, the
latter of which underwent £100 million restoration;

An
www.ultrascape.co.uk

one of the most ambitious hotel refirbishments
undertaken in Britain to date.
These multi-million pound schemes have benefited
from Ultrascape’s BS 7533 Compliant Mortar Paving

System, which has helped to ensure their
exterior designs were just as superior as their
internal improvements.....

Brand
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Pro-Bed HS Bedding Mortar

Pro-Bed HS ECO Bedding Mortar Pro-Bed HS (Bulk Supply) Bedding Mortar Pro-Bed HS ECO (Bulk Supply) Bedding Mortar

Pro-Prime Slurry Primer

Flowpoint

Flowpoint ECO

Cempoint

EP-R9

Single part, pre-blended, fully
BS 7533 compliant, fast setting
modified bedding mortar.

Single part, pre-blended, fully
BS 7533 compliant, fast setting
modified bedding mortar with 20%
recycled material

Single part, pre-blended,
fully BS 7533 compliant,
fast setting modified bedding mortar supplied in bulk mortar silo

Single part, pre-blended,
fully BS 7533 compliant,
fast setting modified bedding mortar supplied in bulk mortar

Single part, pre-blended, fully BS 7533
compliant, fast setting modified
bedding mortar - supplied in bulk
mortar silo with 20% recycled material

Single part, pre-blended rapid
setting slurry grout with extremely
fast strength gain.
Fully BS 7533 compliant

Single part, pre-blended rapid setting
slurry grout with extremely fast
strength gain. Fully BS 7533
compliant,
compliant, with 20% recycled glass

Single part, pre-blended, gun
applied jointing mortar suitable for
both vertical and horizontal joints.
Fully compliant to BS 7533

Pre-batched resin mortar and primer
system for use in areas of high
stress, or where chemical or water
resistence is required.

Resin based liquid surface sealant and sand
stabiliser. Used to protect paving surfaces and
prevent wash-out of jointing sand in flexibly
constructed paved areas.

40 minutes

40 minutes

40 minutes

40 minutes

90 minutes

10 minutes

10 minutes

45 minutes

30 minutes

120 minutes

Set time for foot traffic @ 20°C

12 hours

12 hours

12 hours

12 hours

NA

1 hour

1 hour

12 hours

12 hours

3 hours

Set time for vehicular traffic @ 20°C

24 hours

24 hours

24 hours

24 hours

NA

4 hours

4 hours

24 hours

24 hours

18 hours

Unit size

25kg bag

25kg bag

Tonne

Tonne

20kg bag

25kg bag

25kg bag

20kg bag

22kg tub

25litre tin

Product Yield

13.36litres

13.36litres

534.4litres

534.4litres

16.9litres

13.9litres

13.9litres

11.6litres

9.5litres

25litres

0.45sqm/bag @ 30mm bed depth

0.45sqm/bag @ 30mm bed depth

17.8sqm per tonne @ 30mm bed depth

17.8sqm per tonne @ 30mm bed depth

15sqm per bag (single coat)

1sqm/bag using 100x100x100mm setts (8mm
joint), 14sqm/bag using 600x400x60mm flags
(8mm joint)

1sqm/bag using 100x100x100mm setts (8mm
joint), 14sqm/bag using 600x400x60mm flags
(8mm joint)

0.72sqm/bag using 100x100x100mm setts (8mm
joint), 5.6sqm/bag using 600x400x60mm flags
(8mm joint)

0.63sqm @ 15mm bed depth

50sqm when applied to 200x100x60mm concrete block pavers
(cverage will be greater for less proous materials)

1.87kg/m2/mm

1.87kg/m2/mm

1.87kg/m2/mm

1.87kg/m2/mm

1.18kg/m2/mm

NA

NA

NA

2.29kg/m2/mm

NA

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

> 40years (in conjunction with
BS 7533)

> 40years (in conjunction with
BS 7533)

> 40years (in conjunction with
BS 7533)

> 40years (in conjunction with
BS 7533)

> 40years (in conjunction with
BS 7533)

> 40years (in conjunction with
BS 7533)

> 40years (in conjunction with
BS 7533)

> 40years (in conjunction with
BS 7533)

> 40 years achievable(subject to
design)

up to 5years between treatments

10mm-75mm (in a single pass)

10mm-75mm (in a single pass)

NA

5-50mm width, up to 200mm
depth

5-50mm width, up to 200mm
depth

5-50mm width, up to 200mm
depth

5-50mm (in a single pass)

NA

Product Overview

Working Time @ 20°C

Coverage
Consumption
Suitable for heavily trafficked Environments
Construction life
Minimum & maximum width/depth of use
Compressive Strength (28 days)
Adhesive Strength (28 days)

Suitable for

10mm-75mm (in a single pass) 10mm-75mm (in a single pass)

Joint Fix

38N/mm2

38N/mm2

38N/mm2

38N/mm2

NA

40.6N/mm2

40.6N/mm2

49.6N/mm2

75.0N/mm2

NA

1.25N/mm2 (without primer)

1.25N/mm2 (without primer)

1.25N/mm2 (without primer)

1.25N/mm2 (without primer)

2.18N/mm2

>1.5N/mm2

>1.5N/mm2

>1.5N/mm2

38N/mm2

NA

Paving in public realm environments,

Paving in public realm environments,

Paving in public realm environments, in light,

Paving in public realm environments, in light, medium and

Paving in public realm environments,

Paving in public realm environments,

Paving in public realm environments,

Paving in public realm environments,

Ideal for installing paving into recessed

Suitable for use on many paving types, including

in light, medium and heavily trafficked

in light, medium and heavily trafficked

medium and heavily trafficked situations. Domestic

heavily trafficked situations. Domestic and commercial

in light, medium and heavily trafficked

in light, medium and heavily trafficked

in light, medium and heavily trafficked

in light, medium and heavily trafficked

manhole covers, water features, raised

sandstones, concrete and clay block pavers, many

situations. Domestic and commercial

situations. Domestice and commercial

and commercial driveways and paved areas. Ideal for

driveways and paved areas.Ideal for larger schemes.

situations. Domestic and commercial

situations. Domestic and commercial

situations. Domestic and commercial

situations. Domestice and commercial

carriageways and other areas of high

other natural stones. Prevents sand wash-out in

driveways and paved areas.

driveways and paved areas. Particularly

larger schemes

Particularly suitable where a CEEQUAL or BREEAM

driveways and paved areas.

driveways and paved areas.

driveways and paved areas.

driveways and paved areas. Particularly

impact or exceptional loading.

flexibly constructed paved areas and reduces staining

assessment is to be conducted

suitable where a CEEQUAL or BREEAM
assessment is going to be conducted

suitable where a CEEQUAL or BREEAM

from oils, grease and foodstuffs. Suitable for use

assessment is to be conducted.

in airport taxiways, petrol station forecourts, dock

Constructing without BS 7533 can lead to
early faliure!
Use Ultrascape’s BS7533 Compliant Mortar Paving
System to achieve a minimum construction life of
over 40 years.

yards and other commercial areas as well as areas of
domestic paving.

Can be used with
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Pro-Prime, Flowpoint,
Cempoint, Joint Fix

Pro-Prime, Flowpoint, Cempoint

Pro-Prime, Flowpoint,
Cempoint, Joint Fix

Pro-Prime, Flowpoint,
Cempoint, Joint Fix

Pro-Bed, Flowpoint, Cempoint,
Joint Fix

Pro-Bed, Pro-Prime, EP-R9,
Joint Fix

Pro-Bed, Pro-Prime, EP-R9,
Joint Fix

Pro-Bed, Pro-Prime, EP-R9,
Joint Fix

Flowpoint, Cempoint, Joint Fix

Pro-Bed, Pro-Prime, Flowpoint,
Cempoint, EP-R9
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